
2007

Master in I-Design launches

HOW TO APPLY

APPLICATION MUST BE SENT
BY OCTOBER 27TH, 2006

In order to participate applicants are
expected to e-mail Domus Academy
the following materials:
// profile (containing all the contact data);
// motivation letter.
Web reference to personal portfolio can
be highlighted on the profile.

Are you ready to work in a design oriented
environment? Are you ready to test your skill in
cross disciplinary contest?
Are you excited about new programming challenges
in design? Are you always thinking about making
functioning prototypes for your concepts or
installations?
We are looking for people like you...

PRIZES
Domus Academy offers:
// two prizes of 70% discount on the
tuition fee* of the I-Design Master 2007
// two prizes of 50% discount on the
tuition fee* of the I-Design Master 2007

*13.000 Euro + 20% VAT

RESULTS
By November 15TH, the results will
be noticed by e-mail.

year

Domus Academy and
Interaction Design Institute
launch the 2007 Master in
I-Design and are looking
for young talents to
involve.

I-Design culture combines
TWO DIFFERENT SKILLS:
// a strong aesthetical,
strategic and design
capability;
// competence in the
technological aspects.

INFORMATION CENTRE

by phone
+39 02 42 41 40 37
monday to friday
9.30/13 - 14.30/18

by email
infoidesign@
domusacademy.it

by fax
+39 02 42 22 525

Your mind is always thinking on how to program your next project. You
are the person who knows the best program for any application.
You are able to program in languages such as Action Script, Lingo,
Processing, Pure Data, Max/MSP, VVVV.

PROFILE SOFT / you think that code is poetry...

You have experience in physical computing and are familiar with principles
of electronics and mechanics. You understand microcontrollers, and
their capabilities in controlling processes with sensors and actuators.
You are familiar with prototyping platforms such as Arduino/Wiring, PIC.
You are able to program in languages such as C, Visual Basic, Assembler.

PROFILE HARD / you blindly faith in chips and sensors...

GENERAL INFORMATION
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